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For his initiative, skill, and service to the community in support
of COVID-19 front line workers, James Venters is given the PRC
Community Service Recognition.





Recognition of Doctoral Graduates

Dan plans to be in Huntsville supporting the US

Army Aviation and Missile Center as a contractor.



Recognition of Doctoral Graduates

In the future, Seth plans to work towards in-space propulsion and 

trajectory modeling and guidefuture mission analysis.



Recognition of Masters’ Graduates

Austin plans on moving to a job within industry in Phoenix, AZ, 

hopefully at some point very soon.



Recognition of Masters’ Graduates

Stacy will pursue a PhD at UAH as well as move to his next DoD 

assignment in 2021; possibly teaching at the Naval Postgraduate School 

in Monterey, CA starting in August of 2021.



Recognition of Masters’ Graduates

David “plans to return the portion of my brain that has been

devoted to this effort to being a more effective engineer at my employer

Dynetics, which I know they will appreciate having back after putting up

with my thesis for so long.”



Recognition of Masters’ Graduates

Michaelhas been given a contingent job offer from Dynetics to work on the

propulsion system for NASA's Human Landing System (HLS).



Recognition of Undergraduate Degrees

Joseph plans to continue studying at UAH for a Masters in Mechanical 

Engineering, and to work as a GRA on test programs.



Recognition of Undergraduate Degrees

Brady is pursuing a full-time position in the Huntsville area.



Recognition of Undergraduate Degrees

Maggie is pursuing her Master's Degree in

Aerospace Systems Engineering at UAH.



Recognition of Undergraduate Degrees

Aaron is finishing his final exams…..



Recognition of Undergraduate Degrees

Ward plans to continue at UAH to get his 

Masters in Aerospace Systems Engineering.



Recognition of Undergraduate Degrees

Erin plans to remain in Huntsville and pursue a career at a 

missions focused engineering company upon graduation.



Recognition of Undergraduate Degrees

Jacob will be starting a job in May for Dynamic Concepts Inc. working on 

dynamic loads on ISS docking adapters or the integrated SLS vehicle.



Recognition of Undergraduate Degrees

Isabeta said she “plans to join industry after graduation, doing 

systems engineering on aerospace system development. As a current 

JUMP student, I plan on returning in the Fall to continue my Masters in 

Systems Engineering.”



Recognition of Undergraduate Degrees

Thomas plans to return to UAH in the Fall to pursue a Masters Degree 

in Electrical Engineering, concentrating in Control Theory.





PRC team’s NASA Student Launch rocket and rover

effort is successful



PRC team’s NASA Student Launch rocket and rover

effort is successful





Special Thanks

• PRC Staff and Associated Faculty

• MAE Department, Keith Hollingsworth

• UAH Leadership

• Parents, Grandparents of Graduates

• Brothers and Sisters of Graduates

• Spouses of Graduates

• Friends of Graduates

• Guests 



• Virtual Reception
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